Bean Box brews
scalable success via
FedEx and EasyPost
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Your criteria. Your solution.
The FedEx Compatible Program helps you choose a
single third-party system with FedEx shipping
functionality integrated into it. You may be able to
eliminate the inefficiencies of maintaining separate
systems for different carriers, potentially reduce the
cost and time required for employee training by
focusing on a single system, and evaluate shipping
options and rating information for FedEx and other
featured carriers from a single touch-point. Go to
fedex.com/us/compatible to learn more about the
program and find a solution that works best for you.

As the market for at-home
gourmet coffee grows
exponentially, Bean Box,
EasyPost and FedEx are
poised to change the way
coffee is delivered to
consumers, resulting in
better mornings for us all."

